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my magical demon lover cheat map

I purchased the cheat map, but now I can't seem to figure out hoe to access it. I don't want to give a thumbs down when it might
just be me being an idiot, but I feel like I just paid money for a giant load of nothing. Can someone please help me out?.
Personally, I love the game. However I am disappointed with the cheat map I purchased as I have tried everything I can think of
to open it . If it's a error on my part someone please let me know. I see no way to access it in game or from my library though it
shows it is installed. Im using windows platform. I saw that someone else had this issue too. Please fix if it's a bug or refund my
money or better yet send me a DL link for the cheat map on itchio if that version works cause I am not purchasing it again. ( I
want all the endings *cries*)
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